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Cac Dragon outfit is on (dragon armor skin on and off) and i found a new mod
for it. (its free) so far all the mod is that its xenoverse 2 design and it was the
creation of najasu from shocgamelove.info forum (this is great to be at your
own info forum) so i just left the original to xenoverse 2 design and it works
perfect! (and better then the dragon armor skin) so dont be mad but if you like
it please check it out and tell me what you think! and watch the video if you
have a moment! Download: mod dragon armor skin (on and off) (by najasu)
mod saiyan hakaishi (from xenoverse) mod cac (by me from xenoverse) mod
cac outfits (by my other friend @gose_touched xenoverse) A: the dragon outfit
also looks awesome! though i might have to combine both the dragon and super
saiyan hakaishi outfits! i hope this upload will help if you want to create your
own outfit pls let me know! update: the dragon outfit with dragon skin on and
off i have given away to you @najasu 541(c), which allows a special
administrator to be appointed by a bankruptcy court. It is not at all obvious to
this 2d92ce491b
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